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ABSTRACT 
A·generalized cost function is presented which is useful for 
comparing the performance of memory paging algorithms. This function 
is a close approximation to the real space-time produce and is expressed 
in terms of the number of page faults and the amount of memory occupied 
at the time of the fault. By using this function, it is also easy to 
determine the dynamic memory requirements of a program. 
A demand paging algorithm is developed and shown to be optimal 
with respect to the cost function. Even though the algorithm is unrealizable, 
it is useful as a theoretical lower bound on the cost for processing any 
reference string. 
1. Introduction 
A number of schemes for automatic management of the 
memory space of computers have been proposed and implemented 
over the last 15 years. These schemes can be compared on 
the basis of many factors. Following is_ a list of factors 
most commonly ·considered. 
(i) The amount of information that is assumed 
.about a 
algorithm 
program's behavior varies from one 
to another. On one hand , some 
algorithms assume perfect knowledge of the future 
resulting in the so-called unrealizable 
algorithms. On the· other extreme are the 
algorithms that use only the past history of the 
current execution of a program. Only· algorithms 
of this type are realizable for implementation. 
To analyze these algorithms, various probabilistic 
models of program behavior are assumed 
[A1,A2,D2,D3,K1,S1]. 
(ii)· An important characteristic "is whether the 
algorithm works under a fixed partition of memory 
or dynamically varies the partition size. 
(iii) Some times algorithms are applied globally 
to all the programs in the memory as opposed to 
the memory space of one program at a time. This 
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is usually to reduce the cost of implementation. 
(iv) Another factor is the cost of implementing an 
algorithm and the cost of processing a given 
reference string using the algorithm. Analytic 
comparison of memory management algo_rithms always 
ignores the initial cost of implementation. We 
will concern ourselves mainly with the memory 
related costs incurred to the system in -executing 
a program. 
There is general agreement in the literature that if a 
- page is to be replaced, it should be the page . least· likely 
to be referenced at that time [B1,C2,D2,M1]. However, no 
consensus exists on determining the amount of memory to be 
allocated - to a program. Since the amount of information 
needed for efficient execution varies in time (i.e., the 
working set) , variable par ti ti on algorithms are more 
appealing than those using fixed partitioning. Part of the 
disagreement is due to the fact that no single cost function 
is used to evaluate all algorithms. A product of the memory 
occupied and the real time spent in the system is considered 
a good measure, but generally is very hard to evaluate 
analytically. In section 2, we propose a cost function 
which is a very close approximation to the real space-time 
product and is expressed using page faults and the size of 
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the . memory occupied at the time of the page fault. With 
this cost function, it becomes meaningful to ask if a page 
should be kept in the memory or not. We propose an 
algorithm in section 4 which is optimal with respect to this 
cost function. For the sake of genera~i ty, we have not 
ass~med any. particular model for program behavior. 
2. ~ Cost Function 
This section presents the cost function and its 
justification. We assume that a program's name space N is a 
· set of n contiguous pages and that the sys:tem 's · (main) 
memory spac~ M is a set of m contiguous page frames. We 
also· assume that a program's paging .behavior for a given set 
of inputs is described by its (page) reference string w 
which is a sequence 
(1~t~T) 
where rt=i means that page i is referenced at the tth memory 
reference. Thus, there is an instance in ~ for each memory 
reference. We also use to inean the sequence 
r r ... 
t t+1 The discrete time .oarameter t 
represents instants in execution or virtual time. 
A .o.aging algorithm A is an algorithm for processing a 
reference string w and generating, in response, a sequence 
of memory states s0s 1 STST+ 1 where Sb is a given intial 
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memory state and ST+ 1 =</>. Each St- is a set of pages of N 
which reside in M at time t and satisfies the following 
three condi ti.ens, for 1~t~T, 
( 1) St s N, 
( 2) I st I ~ m, 
(3) rt e st. 
Also, St is related to St_ 1 by the relation 
st = st-1 + xt - Yt 
where Xt s N - St_ 1 is the set of pag·es fetched from the 
secondary memory and Yt s st_ 1 is the set of pages to be 
replaced. A paging algorithm A is a demand paging algorithm 
if s 0 = .P and 
.if rt E St_ 1 
if rt ~ st_ 1 
The choice of pages for Yt is the prerogative of algorithm A 
within the constraints stated above. Finally, the pages in 
Y t may . be removed from memory as soon as rt has been 
generated. 
With this background, we may now define various costs 
incurred in processing a reference string. The cost 
function should include the following: 
( i) a factor for keeping one page of program or 
data in main memory for one time unit while the 
central processor is executing our program's 
instru.ctions (_µ = $/page/reference). This is a 
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(2.1) 
(Z. i) 
factor for part of the space-time product. 
(ii) a factor for keeping one page of information 
in main me~ory for one time unit while waiting for 
a missing page or waiting to be scheduled 
CJ.Lr= $/page/reference). If we let AA denote the 
average time, in memory cycles, that it takes to 
transfer a page between secondary storage and main 
meinory and to be rescheduled, then we may define 
A= f1r·AA (A= $/page/page fault). This is a 
second factor of· the· space-time product. 
(iii) a factor for using the central processor for 
one time unit Cp = $/reference) . 
(iv) a factor for using the channel to transfer 
one page between main memory and secondary storage 
( 'l = $/transfer). This factor is generally 
non-zer6 to account for both channel usage and the 
stealing of memory cycles from the CPU. This 
factor is also constant once the page s.ize has 
been fixed. It is easy to see that our assumption 
implies that there is no cost differential between 
a request to transfer two pages of information and 
two requests at different time instants to 
transfer a single page of information. 
( v) and a factor for using the central processing 
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unit to execute the system's page fault handler 
routine and to save and restore a program's state 
information (er = $/fault) . 
Then, let C(A,w,m) denote the cost for processing 
reference string w in a memory of size m using algorithm A. 
We define C(A,~,m) to be 
T 
C(A,<>.>,m) = ti <p + I St I ·p + IYt I·() 
T 
+ ~ IXt I· (a-+ "t + !St I ·L\) + IYT+ 1 I ·L-l:=i 
This definition may be easily simplified. First, define 
PF(A, w,m) to· be the set of all virtual time instants at 
which a page fault occurs, or 
PF(A,w,m) = {t I rt i st-1} 
We will assume that each page must initially be brought into 
main memory to satisfy a page fault and must be removed from 
main memory to secondary storage before time T+1. Then, for 
every t E PF(A,(A.),m), there is a corresponding 
(t+1-'t'~T+1) where rteyt, is removed from main ·memory; and 
for any rt E Yt, there is a corresponding t' e PF (A, lil,m) 
where rt was brought into the main memory. 
may rewrite C(A,w,m) as 
T 
c ( A , cu, m ) = T ·? + L: I st I ·µ 
t=1 
+ > (2't+ er+ IS l·L\) 
tEPF(A,w,m) t 
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Therefore, we 
CZ. 3) 
( ?..~) 
~ 
(Z. 5) 
or let 'Y"= 2'l +er, then 
C(A,w,m) = T 'f ~Is I > . (Y + Is I A) 
+ !:=1 t '}J- + tEPF(A,w ,m} t . 
This cost function is more general than any of the cost 
functions mentioned earlier. Indeed, most of those 
fupctions are ·special cases of C (A, w,m) • However, in spite 
of its generality, C(A,LJJ,m) still has some implicit 
assu~ptions that are discussed below. 
The first assumption is that the scheduling algorithm 
is nonpreemptive, that is the central processing unit is 
· switched between programs only when a page . fault ·occurs. 
One is tempted to say that. the preemptions can be treated 
simi·lar to page faults using different values for r and A. 
. . 
The main problem with that is preemption and wai t_ing for a 
missing page might overlap, and this overlap can not be 
handled by C(A,w,m). It is this same problem that prevents 
C(A,cu,m) from handling prefetching. 
The second assumption concerns the time unit that was 
chosen. We recognize that the memory reference time is not 
constant for each reference due to such factors as memory 
interleaving, overlapping of instruction execution and 
fetching of data, nonuniform execution time of instructions, 
and memory contention. However, variations in memory 
reference times are likely to be independent of the paging 
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behavior. Therefore we are justified in using the average 
reference time. Besides, this time unit is easily 
understood and agrees with most conventions 
[B1,B2,C1,D1,P1]. 
The final assumption is the most serious. There are no 
explicit representations for costs due to such factors as 
channel contention and queueing delays. However, averages 
for these factors may be included in other parameters of 
C(A,w,m) as fl, JJ-ri '"t, and .a. While this may not be a 
completely satisfactory answer for some situations, it is 
sufficient for our purposes. 
Thus, we have developed a generalized cost function 
that accounts for most of the measurable cost factors due to 
processing a reference string. .In addition, the cost 
function is flexible enough to account for some factors 
which we can not accurately measure, but can approximate. 
3. Demand Paging vs. Prepaging 
Strategies for bringing information into main memory 
may be broadly classified in to either· demand or pre paging 
policies. A common attitude towards the prepaging, or 
nondemand paging, policies may be summarized as follows: 
"It can be shown that, for any nondemand paging 
algorithm A, one may construct a demand paging 
algorithm A' that produces no more.faults than A 
on every reference string. We are therefore 
- 8 ~ 
justified in restricting attention 
paging algorithms." [D2, page 178] 
to demand 
The above statement and also Theorem 6.1 in Coffman and 
Denning [C 1 ~ page 248] are justified if the only component 
of the cost function is the number of page faults. However, 
the true. cost to the system also includes factors for saving 
and r.estoI?ing a program's state information and keeping 
With pages in main memory while satisfying a page fault. 
prepaging, the first of these two factors can be almost 
completely eliminated. Also, since it is possible to 
overlap processing and fetching through the use of 
prepaging, it is possible to significantly reduce the wait 
time for satisfying a page fault and thus red.uce this factor 
of the cost. Thus, the true cost to the system may be 
reduced through the use of prepaging, even though the number 
of page faults remains constant. However, we will concern 
ourselves only with demand paging algorithms for the 
remainder of this paper. 
4. The Algorithm 
This section defines a demand paging algorithm and 
proves that it is optimal. We say that a paging algorithm 
is optimal if, for any given reference string w, it 
minimizes the cost function presented in section 2. Before 
defining the algorithm, we first prove the following theorem 
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which characterizes ciny optimal paging algorithm. 
Theorem 1: If a demand paging algorithm is optimal 
andp-~o,· then either Yt=¢.or Y={rt_ 1} for 1~t~T+1. 
This theorem states that if an optimal 
algorithm removes a page from the main ·memory it 
does so immediately following the most recent 
reference to the page. 
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. We will 
·show that an algorithm A can not be optimal if 
there exists a k, 1~k~T+1, such that according to 
A A A,_Yk~;i and Yk~{rk_ 1 }. Assume the contrary, that 
is A is optimal and such a k exists. Then either 
A 
rk_ 1eyk 
Case j: Define a new algorithm B 
in which all the decisions (i.e. Y.t) except Y k- 1 
an~ Yk are the same as A. Y~_ 1 and Y~ are defined 
as foll.ows. 
B A + yA {rk-1} yk-1 = yk-1 k -
B yk = {rk-1} 
Now using (2.6) and observing that all the 
·memory states except sk_ 1 are the same for both 
the algorithms, we can write 
C(A,w,!f!)-C(B,w,m) = IS~_ 1 -s~_ 1 I jlL+IXk_ 1 I· IS~_ 1 -s~_ 1 I ·A 
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Therefore A can not be optimal. 
Assume Again define B as in 
Case 1 except for 
B A yA yk-1 = yk-1 + k 
B yk = ¢ 
The remainder of the proof for this case is 
similar to that of Case 1. 
.Q.E.D. 
This theorem,characterizes the choices for Yt that must 
be considered for the optimal algorithm. We can also use 
this information to calculate the minimal cost. Thus we 
recursively define Pc(S,w,m) in such a manner that it is the 
minim.al cost for processing w in a memory of size m when 
starting with an initial memory state of S=¢· 
r.ttS.AIS.l=m l. l. l. 
if tJ.:A (empty) 
l. 
The separate components of Pc(S,w,m) correspond to: a 
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refe.rence to a page resident in memory, a reference to a 
page not resident in memory and memory is not full, a 
reference to a page not resident in memory and memory is 
fully· utilized, and the condition when there are no more 
memory references. 
Now, if -we define an algorithm which makes the same 
decisions as Pc C¢,w,m), we would have an optimal paging 
algo~ithm. This is the motivation for defining P0 (w,m) as 
follows: 
* 
s· = 
. t 
Theorem ~: P 0 (w,m) is an optimal demand paging 
algorithm. 
Proof: It is clear that P0 (w,m) is a demand. pag~ng 
algorithm and, by "the principle of optimality," 
* is optimal. 
Q.E.D. 
"The principle of optim.ality" may be stated as follows: "An 
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optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial 
state and initial decision are, the remaining decisions must 
constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state 
resulting from the first decision." [B3, page 83] 
5. Properties of P·0 ( S ,eo, m) 
Like Belady's MIN algorithm [B1], the P0 (w,m) algorithm 
is unrealizable. It assumes perfect knowiedge of the 
f.uture. We would like to get some insight in to P 0 (w,m) 
which may help us define good realizable algorithms. 
·Unfortunately, we have not been able to come up with 
simplistic statements about when a page should or should not 
be kept in the memory since P0 (w,m) is dependent upon 
Pc(S,w,m), and Pc(S,w,m) requires a dynamic programming 
solution. Therefore, the first part of this section 
presents. results on the characteristics of the function 
Pc(S,w,m) and the relative magnitudes of Pc(S-{p},6.l,m) and 
Pc(S,w,m). The second part of this section has several 
examples to illustrate the "gray area" in which dynamic 
programming may have to be used to determine the optimal 
strategy. 
The first theorem concerns the size of the memory space 
that we allow a single program to occupy. 
TheoremJ: For any m~1, Pc(S,w,m)~Pc(S,w,m+1). 
This theorem states that by increasing the 
number of page frames that a single program may 
occupy, the total cost for processing the 
reference string may be decreased. This agrees 
with the well-known maxim "there is no substitute 
for real memory. 11 
Proof: The proof consists of showing that any 
sequence of memory states which satisfies 
Pc(S,w,m) also fits in a memory space of size m+1. 
Since Pc(S,w,m+1) is the minimal cost when using a 
memory space of size m+1, Pc(S,w,m)~Pc(S,w,m+1). 
Q.E.D. 
Before preceeding further, we will first present most 
of the definitions that are used throughout the remainder of 
this section. In the theorems that follow these 
definitions, we always assume that we are not bound by 
memory constraints. 
Definition: The forward r~ference distance at time 
t for a page p and a reference string w, denoted 
as dt(p,w) or simply as dt(p), is_the distance in 
virtual time to the first reference to page p 
after time t, or 
f k if rt+k=p and p does not appear 
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in the st~ing rt+lrt+2 ·· • rt+k-l 
o.a if p does not appear in the string 
Definition: Let pES and d0 (p)io<:>. p-(s,~,m) is the 
cost of processing w in a memory of size m with an 
initial memory state S according to the following 
algorithm A-: 
(i) record the optimal decisions for when starting 
with an initial memory state of S-{p}; 
(ii) use the decisions recorded in (i); but start 
with an initial memory state of S. 
Stated formally, the { Yt} decisions for A-
are given by {Yt}. 
( 5. i) 
-{ ;rt-1 l if Pc(St-1-{rt-1},wt,m)~Pc(St-1 ,wt,m) if Pc(St-1-{rt-1},wt,m)<Pc(St-1'wt,m) 
s 0 = S - {p} 
st-1 - Yt 
st-1 - Y't + {rt} 
if rtESt-l 
if rt~st-l 
Note tbat {St} is not the sequence of memory states of 
A-. These memory states may be described as 
s-
t = st + {p} O~t<d0 (p) 
s-
t = st d 0 (p)~t 
Thus, the only difference between algorithm A- and the 
- 15 .. 
(5. 3) 
decisions recorded involves keeping page p in main memory 
.for the references r 1r 2 ... rd0 (p)- 1 and a page fault at 
A similar cost may be defined using the 
optimal decisions when starting with an initial memory state 
of S. 
Definition: Let p~-s and d0 (p);i"'°. p+(S-{p} ,w,m) is 
the cost of processing w in a memory of size m 
with an initial memory state S-{p} according to 
the following algorithm A+: 
(i) record the optimal decisions for when starting 
with an 'initial memory state of S; 
. (ii) use the decisions recorded in (i), but start 
with an initial memory state of S-{p}. 
Stated formally, the {Yt} decisions for A+ 
are given by {Yt}. 
y+' 
t 
so 
st 
= [ ¢ 
{rt-1} 
= s 
= { 
8t-1 - y+ ·t 
st-1 y+ - t 
if Pc(St-1-{rt-1},wt,m)~Pc(St-1'wt,m) 
if Pc(St-1-{rt-1},wt,m)<Pc(St-1'wt,m) 
if rt€ st-1 
"t {rt} if rttst-1 
At various times, it is necessary to refer to the 
sequences {St}, {Xt}, and {Yt} which result from following 
algorithm P0 (w,m). 
- 16 -
(5 .'-1) 
0 
·Definition: Let {St}' 
sequences {St}, {Xt}, 
0 {Xt}' and 
and {Yt} 
{SO} represent the t 
respectively which 
result from applying algorithm P0 (w,m) to the 
reference string w. 
Note that P~(S-{p},w,m)~Pc(S,w,m) implies {X~}={X~} 
(except for t=d0 (p)) and {Y~}={Yt}. Also 
Pc(S-{p},w,m)<Pc(S,w,m) implies {X~}={Xt} (except for 
t·=d 0 (.p)) and {Y~}={Yt} (for t>1). 
With this background, we may now establish bounds on 
"the difference Pc (St_ 1-{rt_ 1 } ,LOt ,m)-P c (St_ 1 ,L.tJt ,m) .. It is 
easy ·to translate the meaning of these bounds into the 
forwa·rd reference distance of the page rt and to decide 
whether it is cheaper to keep the ~age rt .:i_n the memory or 
to remove it. Theorem 4 states these conditions. 
Theorem ~: If d (r )(r+(IStl+1)·t..~µ t t 'I: 6+µ ' then the 
·optimal decision is to keep page rt in the main 
. memory until the next reference to it. Also, if 
d ( r ) >r+ I st I . '°·+p then the opt. imal decision is to t t )..L ' 
remove page rt from the main memory until the next 
reference to it, if any. 
In order to prove Theorem 4, it is first necessary to 
prove the following lemma. This lemma will also be used 
extensively in the proof·s of other theorems. 
- 17 -
Lemma~~: If p~s, d 0 (p)i~ and IStl<m (1~t<d0 (p)), 
then 
d0 (p) 
r + ( Is 1-.21 yt-1 ) ·A - < d0 (p) -1 ) ·µ 
t.=2. 
This lemma extablishes bounds 
difference Pc(S-{p},w,m)-Pc(S,w,m) based 
sequences and The condition {y -t} {Y+t}. 
on the 
on the 
( 1~t<d0 (p)) is used in the proof to assure space 
in memory for page p during the references 
r1r2 ... rdo(p)-1" 
Proof: The first half of the lemma can be proven 
as follows: 
By the definitions of P and P-, 
c 
Pc(S-{p},lU,m)-Pc(S,w,m) ~ Pc(S-{p},~,m)-P-(S,w,m). 
These differ only by the presence of page p for 
time l~t<d0 (p). Hence, we can rewrite (5.6) as 
Pc(S-{p},w,m)-P-(S,w,m) 
d0Lp)- i d<J p) 
( 5 .s) 
= < d 0 < p ) - 1 ) ·p +~ls t I /1 + 3'~ x t I · < r + I st I · ll) +Pc < s ct 0 < P ) , wd 0 < P ) , m ) 
~c~-1 ~c0 
- (do ( p) -1 ) •f -~( I st: I+ 1 ) ;u-21 xt: I . ["( + ( I st: I+ 1 ) . 6 J 
fy t-1 t=i 
- 18 -
-Pc(sdo(p)'~do(p)'m) 
d0 cp)-1 
= 'Y"+ISd ( ) I jlt-Z'IXtl «1-(d0 (p)-1) ·µ 
. 0 p {:1 
d0 cp) d0 Cp) d0cp)-i 
='I+( ISl+'L:IXtl-ZIYtl-1-Z'lXtl) ·Ll-(d0 (p)-1) ·µ t~1 t:1 t=i 
d0 lp) 
= 'l+(ISl-21Ytl)·Ll-(d0 (p)-1)·µ. 
. - i=1 
A similar argument may be made for the second 
and 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem }±: If dt (rt)~ 'r+ ( I Std:~) ·ll -i;µ, then 
using Lemma 4.1, 
Pc(St-{rt},wt+1'm)-Pc(St,wt+1'm) 
dl't) 
~"(+(1st 1-~lyt+kl) ·.1-(dt (rt)-1)-µ 
~ r + ( I st I -d t ( rt ) + 1 ) · ~ - ( d t ( rt ) - 1 ) ·µ 
~ 0 
or P0 (St-{rt},wt+i ,m)~P0 (St,wt+ 1 ,m). 
If dt(rt)=oo, then it is true that 
P c<st-{rt} ,t.ut+1 'm)<Pc(St,wt+1 'm) •. If 
dt(rt)>'l+IStj·~+p and dt(rt);i.x:>,· then we may use 
Lemma 4. 1. 
Pc(St-{rt},wt+1'm)-Pc(St,wt+1'm) 
deL~) 
~ T+( IStl-ZIY~+kl) ·t.-(dt(rt)-1) 0 )-L 
. k~ . 
< 'l+IStl·Li-(dt(rt)-1)-µ. 
< 0 
Q.E.D. 
Using the result of Theorem 4, we prove that the 
algorithm of Prieve and Fabry [ P 1] is optimal for the cost 
function assumed by them. This is a special case of the 
general problem with A=O. 
·Corollary Ll: If ~is zero, then P 0 (~,m) may be 
restated as follows: 
st 
St-{rt} 
3 t+1= 
3 t+{rt+1} 
3 t-{rt}+{rt+1} 
The optimal decision 
d t (rt)>"?· 
if 
if 
if 
if 
is to 
rt+1est~dt(rt)~r1z'+ 
rt+1€ st"dt (rt)> rry 
rt+1'StAdt(rt)'~ 
' 1"14 rt+1~3t"dt(rt)< 
remove if 
Proof: It is ·only necessary to prove that 
d t (rt )~1tf implies the optim.al decision is to keep 
_page rt in the main memory,· and dt(rt)>r~ implies 
the optimal decision is to remove page rt from the 
main memory. But with A =O, this is so. 
Q.E.D. 
- 20 -
(5. 7) 
One would intuitively expect that if the optimal 
decision is to keep a page p1 in memory between two 
references and a page p2 is referenced twice between the 
references to p 1 , then the optimal decision should be to 
keep p2 in memory between references. The reference string 
may be pictured as 
---P1--P2-----P2-P1--
This is indeed the case as shown by Theorem 5. 
Theorem 5.: If p~S, Pc(S-{p} ,w,m)~P c(S,w,m) and 
there exists a t such that dt (rt) +t<do ( p) , then 
. 0 0 Pc(St-{rt},wt+1'm)~Pc(St,wt+1'm). 
Proof: Assume the contrary or that 
. the optimal decision is to remove page rt from 
memory at time t+1. From the proof of Lemma 4.1, 
we have 
0 0 0 > Pc(St-{rt},wt+1 ,m)-Pc(St,~t+1'm) 
0 dt(tt) 
~ T+( IStl-~'lyt+kl) ·~-(dt(rt)-1) ·µ 
0 dlf't) 0 
= r + ( I st I -3il Y t + k I ) ·Li - ( d t ( rt ) - 1 ) • P·-
w e also have, 
0 ~ Pc(S-{p},w,m)-Pc(S,w,m) 
dc(p) 
~ r+(ISl-ZIY~l)·6-(d0 (p)-1)·µ.. 
k.:::1 
- 21 -
( s. SS) 
> 0 
Since this is a contradiction, 
Q.E.D. 
This theorem characterizes a relationship between the 
optimal policy and the set of distinct pages referenced 
between two references to the same page. The following 
definition and corollaries explain the relationships. 
Defini-tion: Let Rt={p I p=rt+i 1~i<dt(rt)} be the 
set of distinct pages referenced at least once 
-between the reference to rt and the next reference 
(Sometimes, in the literature, I Rt I is 
referred to as the forward LRU stack distance.) 
- 22 -
(s-.9) 
. Corollary 2.J: If 
then 
If the optim~l policy is to keep rt in memory 
bet~een two references, then the number of pages 
removed during the same interval is less than or 
equal to the number of distinct pages referenced. 
di('t) 0 . 
Proof: Assume that 21Yt kl>IRtl. Then there 
k=i + 
0 0 exists a page p such that Yi:Yj={p} and 
Then ri_ 1=rj_ 1=p, or p was 
referenced twice in the interval and 
This is in 
contradiction to Theorem 5 and thus the corollary 
is valid. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary ~: If 
If the optimal policy is to remove page rt 
from memory, then the memory state must be a 
subset of the pages referenced. 
Proof: If St~Rt, then there exists a rt'E:St such 
that Pc ( St' - {rt' } ,wt'+ 1 , m) ~Pc ( St' , wt'+ 1 , m) and 
t' +dt' (rt' )>t+dt (rt). By. Theorem 5, 
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Pc< 3t-{rt}'~t+1'm)~Pc( 3t~wt+1~m), 
contradiction. 
which is 
Q.E.D. 
a 
Now we prove a new lower bound on dt (rt> which is 
superior to the bound in Theorem 4 in some cases. 
Theorem .§.: If the optimal decision is to remove 
page rt at time t+ 1' then 
dt (rt)>r+( I st'µ_' Rt I) ·h )LL. 
·Proof: The proof of this theorem will . consist of 
the following lemmas. Each lemma will prove a 
special case of Theorem 6, but when taken 
together, they are the equivalent of Theorem 6. 
Proof: By Lemma 4.1, 
0 >_ Pc(St-{rt}·,u.it+'1 'm)-Pc(St,wt+1 'm) 
dilQ) 
~ 'f+ ( I st l -Zl Yt+k l ) ·.l\ - C dt (rt )-1 ) ·µ 
k=2. . 
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The following lemmas have 
Q.E.D. 
dt(lt) 
a condition 2: I ytO. k I> I Rt I . 
k=:t + 
This condition can be paraphrased to mean that the optimal 
strategy requires more than I Rt I pages to be removed from 
main memory between the two references to. rt. However, 
since there are only IRt I distinct pages referenced during 
that interval, at least one page must have been removed.from 
memory at least twice. We will define p+d ( r ) to be the p p 
first occurrence after rt where a page, r P, was referenced 
after being removed from memory after time ·t. This may be 
sta,ted more formally as p>t, 
P c(Sp-{rp},wp+1 ,m)<Pc(Sp,wp+ 1 ,m) and ·for any t'>t with 
P 0 (St1 -{rt'},t.ut'+ 1 ,m)<Pc(St' ,wt'+ 1 ,m), p+dp(rp)<t'+dt'(rt'). 
Finally, p+dp~rp)<t+dt(rt), dp(rp)<dt(rt),.and IRPl<IRtl. 
Lemma 6. 2: If p is defined as de'scribed above, 
. dpl.r;;--
then ~ly~+kl~IRPJ. 
dpC.rp) 
Proof: If 21Y 0 kl>IR I, then there must be a page k=-4 p+ p 
that is referenced twice and removed from the 
,., 
memory between the references to page p. If we 
call this page rt'' then t'+dt'(rt')<p+dp(rp) and 
Pc(St1 -{rt1 },6Jt'+ 1 ,m)<Pc(St',li.\'+ 1 ,m). This is in 
contradiction to the definition of p, and thus 
dp(!"p) 0 
.El Yp+k~ ~I RP I. 
k=.2. 
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Q.E.D. 
Proof: By Lemma 4.1, 
~ r+(IS 1-l"R l)·A-(d (r )-1)•1..L p p p p ;--
Q.E.D. 
Lemma 6. 4: If p is defined as described above and 
ISpl<IStl or n=IStl-ISPI, then IRPl<tRtl-n~ 
. p 0 
Proof: Define Y~~!t+k and P={rt+k I 1~k<p+dp(rp)}. 
p 0 . f> 0 p 0 
Since ~Spl=IStl+~IXt+kl-21Yt+kl=l~tl+~IXt+kl-IYI, 
~1 ~1 ~1 
p 
IYl~n. (Note that 21Yto kl=IYI; if this were not 
k=-1 + 
true, then there would be a contradiction to the 
d e fin it ion of p • ) A 1 so , I P J ~ I Rt I and I P I ~ I RP UY I . 
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Also, RPOY=~ since, by the definition of p, p is 
the first page removed from memory and then 
referenced again. Therefore, 
IPl~IRPUYl=IRPl+IYl~IRPl+n, or IRPl~IPl-n,IRtl-n. 
Q.E.D. 
p is defined as above, and 
IS I< Is I then d ( r ) > T+ < I St 1-1 Rt I) ·A+ n P t ' t t µ. T• 
Proof: Let n=IStl-ISPI, then IRPl~IRtl-n. Using 
Theorem.3, 
~ ;+ ( I S J - I R I ) ·A - ( d ( r ) - 1 ) • IJ._ p p p p r-
~ T+(IStl-n-IRtl+n)·d-(d (r )-1)·µ. 
. p p 
Q.E.D. 
The above series of lemmas proves Theorem 6. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 6 can be restated in· a more useable form. 
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Corollary Ll: If d (r· )~r+_( !St 1-IRt I) ·4 +1J. then t t "" µ. J 
the optimal decision is to keep page rt in the 
main memory until the next reference to it. 
Proof: This is the contrapositive of Theorem 6. 
Q.E.D. 
The major results are summarized in Table 1. However, 
these results still leave a "gray area" where dynamic 
programming is required to compute the difference 
This "gray area" is 
examined through the use of several examples. 
The first example in figure demonst·rates that the 
bound derived in Corollary 6.1 may be the least upper bound 
for making the decision to keep {rt} in memory without using 
dynamic programming. The second example in figure 1 
demonstrates that the condition is not both sufficient and 
necessary, but merely sufficient. 
Figure 2 contains an example which demonstrates that 
the bound derived in Theorem 4 may be the greatest lower 
bound for making the decision to remove a page from memory 
without using dynamic programming. 
'The examples above have shown that we may not eliminate 
dynamic programming just by comparing the. forward reference 
distance to an easily computable number. However, it might 
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be possible to derive good results from a comparison of a 
_ reference string to a 11 standard" reference string. The next 
two examples question the usefulness of a set of 11 standard 11 
reference strings. 
The first question concerns the set of pages referenced 
between two references to the same page~ In particular, if 
and is the 
optimal decision similar for both reference strings at time 
t? The answer is shown to be no in figure 3. To even 
closely approximate the optimal strategy would require such 
a large set of 11 standard" reference strings as to be even 
more impractical than dynamic programming. 
Another question centers upon common subsequences. In 
figure 4, the common subsequence is 1 2 3 4 3·2 1. In 
addi tio·n, the number of pages in the memory state at the 
beginning of the subsequence is the same for both reference 
strings. However, the results are quite differ~nt, and thus 
the context of a subsequence is important. 
In summary, this section has explored various 
properties of the function Pc (St ,wt+1.'m), ·and determined 
some cases where dynamic programming is not required to 
achieve an answer for the relative magnitudes of 
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given some examples wher~ the·relative magnitudes can not be 
determined by our results without using dynamic programming. 
Conclusions 
We have developed a cost function expressed in terms of 
the memory used and the page faults occurring during the 
processing of a reference string. This cost function is 
more realistic than the cost functions that have been used 
so far in the literature . It is al so· an approximation of 
the ·space-time product criteria. An algorithm P0 (w,m) has 
been proposed in section 4 which is optimal for the cost 
function. Since P0 (w,m) is unrealizable, it~ main use is as 
a theoretical lower bound that can be achieved by any 
variable par ti ti on algorithm. P0 (LU,m) essentially decides 
after each reference whether it is cheaper to keep the page. 
most recently referenced in the memory until the next 
reference or to throw it out and recall it on demand. Since 
no specific properties of the reference strings are assumed 
this decision is in general based on the reference pat tern 
of all ·the'"' pages in the memory. However, if the forward 
distance is larger than the bound in Theorem 4 or lower than 
the ·bound in Theorem 4 or Corollary 6.1, the optimal 
decision is easy to take. Currently work is under way to 
make these bounds tighter for programs which can be 
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characterized by some specific type of reference string. It 
may be possible to extend the analysis using the cost 
function proposed here to those types of program behavior 
models where the probabilistic behavior of a page is 
dependent upon the other pages present in.the memory. 
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Condition Implication 
-d (r )~r+CIStl+1)·~+u.. 
t t ~ 6 +)-'- I keep rt in memory 
keep rt in memory 
remove rt from memory 
d (r )~r+(IStl~IRtl)·A+LL 
t t "" ,.lL I 
d (r )>'f"+ISt I ·Ll+p 
. t t µ. 
Table 1. Major Results 
lU = 1 2 3 4 5 1 
R1:{2,3,4,5} 
'I= 7 - E 6 = 1 _µ. = 1 m~ 2 
ct 1 ( 1 )= 5 > T+(IS 1 1µ_1R 1 l)·A)u-= 5-£ 
Pc(¢,w2 ,m)<Pc({1},w2 ,m) 
w = 1 2 3 1 2 3 
s1 = { 1} 
'f : 2 A : 2 ,.U..: 1 m~ 3 
d 1 ( 1 ) = 3 > T + ( I S 1 Iµ_ IR 1 I ) ·A 174= 1 
Pc(¢,~2 ,m)>Pc({1},LJJ2 ,m) 
Figure 1. 
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w = 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 
d 2 ( 1 ) = 6 < T + I S 2}. ll +p:::: 6 
P 0 ( { 2} , ll.J, m) ~p 0 ( { 1 , 2} ,w3 , m) 
Figure 2. 
w :::: 1 2 3 4 4 4 2 3 
u)::12342443 
o3<3,w) :::: 5 :::: ct 3 C3,w) 
R3 (w) = 
T>4j-L 
s 3 (w)= { 3} 
0 Y3 Cw)={3} 
{2,4} = R3 (w) 
·A >r-4,.u-
s 3 (u.)) = { 2' 3} 
Y~(o;))= fi'i. 
Figure 3. 
'( =7. 5p. A :5. 0 _µ- m>3 
w = 3 1 .2 3 4 3 
{SO} 
t = 
{3} { 1 ' 3} {2,3} {2,3} {2,3,4} {2,3} 
(,U = 2 2 3 4 3 2 
0 {St} = {2} { 1 '2} {2} {3} {3,4} {3} {2} 
Figure 4. 
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2 1 
{2} { 1} 
{ 1 } 
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